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Pear Harold: 

A note to TO with the enclosed and get them on their 
way. 	The wrier of the LA private eye, Hobert Duke Hall, may not mean 
anything, but an9ne with a connection with Vesco can scarmcely be 
overlooked. 

Thus far we have heard nothing.  on the air from Lane, 2reed 
or rann, nor has there been anything in print that we've seen. el ll 
be alert, but we rarely listen to any of the talk showsa because :of 
their insipid nature and there is no way of knowiru what they have 
coming, up without wasting a terrible amount of time waiting for them 
to give some hint -- maybe. :,othing ever is announced in advance 
in a dependable way. Their idea seems to be that if they keep you 
in suspense you'll keep listening. It may work with some, but not in 
this household. 

•'e never watch commercial TV news but do try to catch the 
Yaceil-Lehrer 7eporton. 1-7 ,S, at least to see what it's about. And althoug' 
the local Pr):: ews MOM show, which is widely admired, iR much better 
than the commercial fare, it still is so limited as to be worth little 
to us. Consequently we catch KPPA's 45 minutes of hard news at 6 p.m. 
and on most days tune in one newscast on vCBS  at least once during the 
day. It's incredibly superficial, but you (c) -Yet an interestincr 
headline from them now and then. 	Otherwise we regard the local 

electronic inf'ornation fare as starvation diet and avoid it nearly 
all the time. 	aving said all this, we'll still keep and ear and 
eye open for anythieg on Lane et cie, but thus far not a peep. 

;Hen busy at hard physzcal labor recently, helping our good 
neighbor dispose of brush on his new place in western :arin, and more 
'eeently both of us working on the carport, which proceeds slowly but 
at least is proceedie.a. 	Jenifer is still doing, her best to keep ip 
with her reduce' work schedule, but is so Painstakine and conscientious 
that the actual reduction is far from impressive. .she's still doing 
very well with her irriaation chore and keeps a relentless record of 
all that rros or. 

In your last 3r,4  class mailing there were several 
excellent things, mostly on China as I recall it, but one was most 
outstanding -- something on Taoism after Tao, by one :Jebel Oksenberg 
of the university of 'Achigan. Pe's the first academic I've encountered 
who puts forward the idea that always has intrigued me: that aao 
succeeded because he areolied rarxism only where it coincimded with 
Chinese traditional values and ideas. I had thought of it in terms of 
his qratifyina the Chinese passion for realism an common sense. Oksenberg 
makes a better case than that, and I hope he can do more and influence 
the right People to some extent. 	thinks there will natrually be 
change after i e.,(3 (there would be in  any case) but that it will be gradual 
and, barring outsi'e intervention, without serious disturbance. 

ny this time you should have seen another round of doctors, 
and we hope v- ery much your new symptoms will have been explairH and 
something done about them. Neanwhile, 	 hopir7, for less discomfort 
and apprehension. 

Best from us both, 
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